Abstract. Multimedia technology is to point to by computer to text, data, graphics, images, animation, sound and other media information integrated processing, the user can through a variety of sensory real-time information interaction with the computer technology. Japanese multimedia hearing system is designed based on VB.NET technology, provide Japanese listening learning advanced means of information technology. First, the.net Framework structure, and the "Framework Class Library" and "the Common Language Runtime" are described; Then the Listening resources storage structure, including "Listening resources the main table" and "Listening resources the detailed table" logical structure; Finally, the design of multimedia player, including the design and application design form controls. In this paper the design of the achievements in system development, to give full play to the advantages of NET. Make the system more suitable for Japanese listening learning.
Introduction
In a computer system, multimedia refers to the combination of two or more media a man-machine interactive exchange of information and media. Use of media, including text, pictures, photograph, sounds, animations and videos. Multimedia technology has the following main features [1, 2] : integration, can carry on the multi-channel unity to the information acquisition, storage, organization, and composition; Control, multimedia technology is based on the computer center, comprehensive treatment and control of multimedia information, and according to the requirement of the people represented in a variety of media, to act on human's various senses at the same time; Is interactive, multimedia application is different from the traditional media is one of the main characteristics of information communication. Traditional communication media can only be one-way, passively to spread information, and multimedia technology, can realize the active choice and control of the information; The nonlinear characteristics of nonlinear multimedia technologystill dominate, the lack of autonomous learning ability, can't according to their own needs to autonomous learning, also ignores the nature of language and language learning, learners' listening comprehension is very weak. Using multimedia listening learning Japanese, have more autonomy, easy to grasp the pure pronunciation, listening content much more dynamic, more comprehensive understanding of Japanese culture, enhance the communication between teachers and students, realize their aptitude [4] [5] [6] . Constructivism is a theory of knowledge and learning, emphasizes the learner's initiative, think learning for creating original knowledge of learners based on the meaning and understanding of construction, and the process is often done in the social and cultural interaction. Constructivism theory results for the application of multimedia technology in listening teaching provides a strong theoretical basis. This article is based on VB.NET framework technology design of Japanese hearing multimedia system.
.NET Framework Structure
Microsoft.NET Framework is the foundation of the next generation of Windows operating system application software. For users, running on the machine. The.NET Framework system more stable and easy to use, and can be easily with other systems. For developers, the.net Framework simplifies the Windows software development, allowing developers to use the same kind of tools and technology to develop software for various devices. Based on.NET Framework of software more easily than the traditional software development and maintenance, developers can easily make the automatic software upgrade to the latest version.
.NET Framework encapsulates the operating system, will be in. NET development environment of software and operating system memory allocation and other specific documentation and work out. Developed software can make the.NET environment between various hardware and operating system. The.net Framework includes the operating system software development on all layers, the Microsoft or other platforms display technology, component technology and data technology to achieve the high degree of integration, the development of Internet applications as simple as desktop application development. The.NET framework is a multi-language component development and execution environment, provides the unification of the cross-language programming environment [7, 8] . The.NET framework structure as shown in Fig. 1 .
(1) Framework Class Library (FCL) provides a data accessing and manipulating, security, Hardware Interface networking, and other functions. Developers can use these classes according to the sample, or in most cases class derived from these developers own class. For "namespace".net base class library, make clear the hierarchical structure of the base class library, simplified the object reference, avoid the name of the class conflict. Under each namespace can contain the primary namespace or containing class. Base class library system is the most top-level namespace, is the root of all class namespace. Including said by all applications that use the basis of the data type of the class: Object, Byte, Char, Array, Int32, String, etc., as reference for the System. A String String class String. The System namespace contains many secondary namespace, and secondary namespace can contain tertiary namespace.System. For example, the Data namespace, which consists mainly of ADO.NET structure composed of class System. XML namespaces provide standards-based support for XML processing, System. EnterpriseServices namespaces provide COM + services for enterprise applications, System. The Runtime, Remoting namespace provides allows developers to create and configure the classes and interfaces of distributed application.
(2) Common Language Runtime (CLR). The CLR is. The main execution engine.net Framework, as well as the Java virtual machine is a Runtime environment, is a Runtime environment can be used by a variety of programming languages.CLR core functions including memory management, the assembly is loaded, security, exception handling, and thread synchronization, etc., can be owned by the CLR oriented language use, and ensure that the necessary separation between the application and the underlying operating system. In order to improve the reliability of the platform, achieve transaction-oriented e-commerce applications required by the level of stability, the CLR also responsible for other tasks, such as the operation of the monitoring program. Run in the CLR code is called managed code (managed code), managed code can easily realize the cross-language integration and cross-language exception handling, can be very convenient for versioning and deployment, and ensure the safety of the code.
Listening Resources Storage Structure
The data storage structure is the way the computer storage and organization of data, is a specific relationship between each set of data elements, data storage structure of the good design can bring higher running or storage efficiency. According to the characteristics of the Japanese listening, storage structure design for the main table "hearing" and "schedule of hearing" entity, "listening to the" information of a hearing, the hearing list "store a hearing under a number of options. Schedule of table as a result, "listening" and "listening" is a one-to-many relationship between, a "hearing the main table" record includes several schedule of "listening", a schedule of "listening" record can only belong to a table "hearing" record. Logical structure is the actual structure of DBMS to store data, based on the "Microsoft SQL Server 2012" supported by the logical structure as shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . 
Multimedia Player Design
Multimedia player, the computer that is used to display media player software, the decoder together and produce the function of the play. "Windows Media Player" is the Player, the Windows support through plug-ins enhancements. After installed the "Windows Media Player", "Windows Media Player ActiveX control" also be installed to the system and complete the registration. This control provides developers with "Windows Media Player" have most of the function, can pass the control more easily realize the secondary development of "Windows Media Player". ActiveX is open integration platform for developers, users and Web maker provides a quick and easy create programs on the Internet and Intranet integration method and content. Use the ActiveX, which can be easily inserted in the Web page of multimedia effects, interactive objects, as well as the complex process, create high-quality multimedia CD-ROM. ActiveX control is a combination of Java program and Netscape plug-in advantages, also can use many programming languages, including all in Microsoft programming and database language to write programs using ActiveX controls.
(1) The application of "Windows Media Player ActiveX" component MediaPlayer powerful control, the main properties and methods are as follows: FileName attribute: to specify which file to play. ShowControl attributes: whether display playback control panel, "false" is not, according to "true" to display;
Play method: start playing; Stop method: Stop playing; Pause methods: suspend play; BaseURL attributes to play online media files.
(2) The form and control design In the system automatically create Windows forms, add a the MainMenu component, OpenFileDialog components and components "Windows Media Player", form the attribute set of components such as shown in Table 3 [9] . 
Conclusion
The main benefits of.NET is cross-language, cross-platform, safety, and support for the open Internet standards and protocols; Interoperability support for multiple languages, namely, under a kind of language developed components, can be in another component through the inheritance of object-oriented reuse; By various language compiled into intermediate language first, and then execute with instant platform code compiler to compile the cost, to achieve interoperability of heterogeneous platform object; Resources are implemented by the CLR objects and types of security; Through to the Internet standards such as HTTP and XML support, provide access to remote services in a heterogeneous network environment, connect to a remote device, interactive remote application programming interface. In this paper the design of the achievements in system development, to give full play to the advantages of NET. Make the system more suitable for Japanese listening learning.
